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	Access Controlled: The Shaping of Power, Rights, and Rule in Cyberspace, 9780262514354 (0262514354), MIT Press, 2010

	Internet filtering, censorship of Web content, and online surveillance are increasing in scale, scope, and sophistication around the world, in democratic countries as well as in authoritarian states. The first generation of Internet controls consisted largely of building firewalls at key Internet gateways; China's famous "Great Firewall of China" is one of the first national Internet filtering systems. Today the new tools for Internet controls that are emerging go beyond mere denial of information. These new techniques, which aim to normalize (or even legalize) Internet control, include targeted viruses and the strategically timed deployment of distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, surveillance at key points of the Internet's infrastructure, take-down notices, stringent terms of usage policies, and national information shaping strategies. Access Controlled reports on this new normative terrain.

	

	The book, a project from the OpenNet Initiative (ONI), a collaboration of the Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto's Munk Centre for International Studies, Harvard's Berkman Center for Internet and Society, and the SecDev Group, offers six substantial chapters that analyze Internet control in both Western and Eastern Europe and a section of shorter regional reports and country profiles drawn from material gathered by the ONI around the world through a combination of technical interrogation and field research methods.

	

	Chapter authors: Ronald Deibert, Colin Maclay, John Palfrey, Hal Roberts, Rafal Rohozinski, Nart Villeneuve, Ethan Zuckerman
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Domain-Driven Design Using Naked ObjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009

Domain-driven design (DDD) focuses on what matters in enterprise applications: the core business domain. Using object-oriented principles, you can develop a domain model that all team members-including business experts and technical specialists-can understand. Even better, this model is directly related to the underlying...



		

Poet and Orator: A Symbiotic Relationship in Democratic Athens (Trends in Classics - Supplementary Volumes) (Trends in Classics - Supplementary Volumes, 74)De Gruyter, 2019

	This multiauthored volume, as well as bringing into clearer focus the notion of drama and oratory as important media of public inquiry and critique, aims to generate significant attention to the unified intentions of the dramatist and the orator to establish favourable conditions of internal stability in democratic Athens. We hope that readers...

		

Patterns: Service Oriented Architecture And Web ServicesIBM Press, 2004
The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be
used to increase the speed of developing and deploying Web applications. This
IBM® Redbook focuses how the Self-Service and Extended Enterprise business
patterns, and the Application Integration pattern, can be used to start
implementing solutions...




	

Business in Action (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2012

	An introduction to business text can be complete without being complex and overwhelming–and this text proves it!


	Business in Action is uniquely positioned to help today’s readers become tomorrow’s focused, highly productive business professionals. It is the only introduction to business...


		

Putting Your Small Business on the WebPeachpit Press, 2000
Targeted for small business owners interested in how the Web can extend their business reach and profitability, this book explains how to create an online presence for an existing small business. Many business owners want to become part of the e-commerce revolution, but have unrealistic expectations that a  Web site will instantly perform...


		

Ubuntu Made Easy: A Project-Based Introduction to LinuxNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		Ubuntu brings Linux to the masses, but it can still be intimidating for newbies, neophytes, and geeks-in-training. With Ubuntu Made Easy by your side you'll be ready to face any challenge, and you'll discover just how fun Linux can be.

	
		Packed with tips, tricks, and helpful pointers, Ubuntu Made Easy...
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